
23.0 THE MUSIC INCUBATION PROJECT 

 

23.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Background and History 

 

T&T music reflects the best and worst of the local cultural landscape. At first glance it looks as if 

there is not much happening outside the carnival cycle and little in terms of world class talent. 

The reality however is a scene that releases over 3000 songs at Carnival time with only about 5% 

played. The further reality is a collection of over 10,000 non-carnival songs released annually 

with almost none played. This represents losses of over $100 million annually in products that 

have no enablers to meet their marketplace and the deflation of generations of especially young 

creative practitioners. Inside these thousands of releases are hundreds of local, regional, and 

international hit songs, artists, and albums worth hundreds of millions annually.  

 

The proof of this statement is the fact that in the 5 times T&T attended the international Music 

Expo MIDEM in the last 18 years we returned with over $150 million in deals- for less than $5 

million spent- on mostly songs that T&T did not know or care about. Every single artist that 

made the MIDEM trips got international deals- some worth millions. The lesson is that simple 

matters like annual attendance at niche music expos can lead to major gains for brand T&T and 

artists. This is just one of many things which should be done ritually for our music. What is 

missing is a blueprint and the enabling system which takes individual creative acts and 

converts them into an industry.  

 

The Music Incubation Project is therefore a series of interventions along the life-cycle of 

the musical product with two aims: the first is to identify and prepare a series of 24 artists who 

are absolutely performance and discography ready for the international marketplace and who will 

act as gate-openers and pathfinders; and second is to create a pilot programme of Best-Practice 

enablers all along the production and supply chain for these 24 musicians. This aspirational 

system will become the Pilot Best Practice for the industry and create the beginning of the 

systems that will evolve into a healthy music industry. 

  

The aim of this project is to set up an aspirational pathway and benchmarks of excellence for all 

local musicians- with rewards based on merit if they plug into the system which will graduate the 

best practitioners into international touring or product careers. After the initial investment- when 



the initial artists acquire international middlemen and deals- they are not expected to be 

subsidised again to the same tune by government, and thus a next generation of worthy 

musicians can ascend into ‘the finishing school’ cycle for the following year. The idea is also 

that Brand T&T will also now have a consistent flow of musicians and product hitting various 

niche expos and markets so that the middle-men (tour agents, booking agents, music licensees) 

can begin to risk on a predictable T&T product in the international marketplace. The incubative 

systems like the activated Live Music Scenes in our entertainment strips and the Sou Sou studio 

session model redounds to the benefit of all performing artists. The preferred immersive engine 

for everything remains 40% Local Content Quotas (10% Caribbean product as well). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



23.2 THE PROJECT – OBJECTIVE/RATIONALE 

 

To provide interventions along the life-cycle of the musical product for 24 local musicians and 4 

catalogues who are marketplace ready to be used as the Best Practice template for the enablers for 

the music industry. The aim is ultimately to carry all 24 artists to niche international Music Expos 

like MIDEM, SXSW, WOMEX etc that suit their careers- for them to acquire international deals 

and /or middlemen to facilitate international touring careers and the expansion of their markets. 

Part of the aim is to get the local public to view these musicians of various genres favourably 

like cultural versions of Olympic athletes 

 

This programme must understand that music needs certain enablers to survive. These enablers are: 

1. Seed funding for recording 

2. The best available musicianship to be made available for tracks- session musicians 

3. The best available studio engineering and production 

4. The best available mastering of the song product 

5. The best available packaging of CDs and artist support material 

6. Delivery systems to the radio and the consumers 

7. Radio to play the songs 

8. Launches with clear strategies that maximise audience and contagion 

9. Places to perform the music consistently 

10. A media machinery that hypes, speaks about, and analyses the music 

11. A marketing programme that advance sells the music 

12. A distribution system to get the music to consumers 

13. Access to international expos to acquire middlemen to get deals, tours, etc 

14. Middlemen and management to shepherd artists through this entire process 

 

The Music Incubation project will establish most aspects of this ecosystem of enablers for 24 artists 

and 4 sets of catalogues which are ready for the international marketplace.  

 

Description/Scope 

The creation of interventions along the life-cycle of the musical product with the aim of 

preparing 24 musicians and 4 catalogues of music for the international marketplace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE Music Incubation Project consists of: 

1. Linking with our international musical talents that have international record deals and/or 

market access- Nicki Minaj, Theophilus London, Heather Headley, Trinidad James, etc. 

This is to establish open lines of communication and facilitation. These artists represent 

the ultimate aspirational artists 

2. Facilitating our home-grown international recording artist- KMC- who has the biggest 

deal in the Caribbean, and with Universal Global- the largest record company in the 

world. Mapping his pathway for others to follow. He represents the aspirational bridge 

artist 

3. Working with representative groups, sector experts, and international observers to 

select the 24 artists and 4 catalogues. This is to show that local excellence and hard 

work will be rewarded 

4. Prepping the 24 selected musicians with potential with all the developmental material 

necessary to engage internationally- press kits, compilation CDs, re-mastered tracks, etc. 

This is to establish templates of exemplary professional conduct 

5. Transforming the engineering of live sound locally so the experience of T&T 

entertainment is better.  

6. Working with all night-life entertainment strips- Ariapita Avenue, St James, La 

Romaine, Arima, Central, Tobago, etc- to establish Local Quotas of live music to be 

hired every week. This ensures that the best local talent has a critical mass of local 

performances that assist them in refining their craft and repertoire 

7. Creating a consistent media campaign around the selected 24 artists and 4 catalogues. 

This creates the context for a public outreach for T&T music- outside the Carnival and 

Festival seasons- especially non-traditional forms of music 

8. A Local Music Karavan truck dedicated to the Vanguard musicians to take local music to 

the masses as well as provide Ministerial programme outreach. To increase the outreach 

9. Support of compilations of local music normally not heard 

10. The Ministry is already doing a local Music Expo to continue the training and education 

of the industry- the 24 artists and the 4 catalogues should be the featured locals 

11. Publish a small booklet on the T&T music industry for practitioners so that the 

information generated by the conference is repeatable 

12. Eventually sending these branded T&T contingents into niche International Music Expos  

to facilitate their first foray into acquiring the middlemen  

13. Re-igniting the Caribbean Calling venues opened up by Josanne Leonard and company- 

and creating a branded tour landfall for these T&T artist in select metropolitan music 

markets 

14. Adopting the Champion Sound template for positioning brilliant songs internationally- eg 

on TV programmes, sporting arenas, advertising, radio airplay, etc 

15. 40% Local Content legislation for the Broadcast Industry 

16. The creation of a project called SouSou Sessions which subsidises the best local session 

musicians and producers to help recording the best upcoming artists to ensure the quality 

of the productions and establish standards of excellence. 



23.3    COST PROJECTIONS 2014-16 
 

 

Ser. 

 

Description 

 

2014 

1 Linking with our international musical talents- 

Nicki Minaj,  etc 

The SUMMIT.ORG Project 

alongside the Min of Tourism 

 Facilitating our homegrown international recording 

artist- KMC 

Already in train 

 Prepping the 24 selected musicians with potential 

with all the developmental material  

$3M 

 Sending these branded T&T contingents into niche 

International Music Expos   

$1M 

 Re-igniting the Caribbean Calling venues opened 

up by Josanne Leonard and company- and creating 

a branded tour landfall  

With private/.public partnership 

 Adopting the Champion Sound template for 

positioning brilliant songs internationally- 

$2M. 

 Transforming the engineering of live sound locally 

so the experience of T&T entertainment is better 

Already in train 

 Working with all night-life entertainment strips- 

Ariapita Avenue, etc- to establish Local Quotas of 

live music to be hired every week 

$1M 

 40% Local Content legislation for the Broadcast 

Industry 

Legislative 

 A Local Music Karavan truck dedicated to the 

Vanguard musicians and  local music outreach 

$.5M 

 Support of compilations of local music normally 

not heard 

$200,000. 

 The creation of a project called SouSou Sessions 

which subsidises the best local session musicians 

and producers to ensure the quality productions  

$600,000. 

 Ministry ‘s Local Music Expo  Already in train 

 Publish a small Best Practice booklet on the T&T 

music industry for practitioners  

$200,000. 

  

TOTAL 

 

$8.5m 

 
 

 

 



23.4 IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The project is expected to commence in fiscal 2013/14 and will include the creation of a directory 

of musical acts, creation of a local touring circuit with venues, creation of a touring music 

truck/caravan linked with inter-ministerial programmes, and the sending of the best acts to 

international expos. 

 

 

Implementation Schedule 

 

For 2014:  

 

 Assemble Implementation Unit team to start data gathering for international expo 

schedules, etc- January 

 Draw up specs of project- January  

 Assemble sector experts and rep groups to select 24 artists and catalogues- February 

 Assemble the selected artists and catalogues and brief them- February 

 Carnival Sound Engineering Intervention- February 

 Local Content deliberations begin between stakeholders with an ambition to go to 

Parliament by June 2014- February 

 Ministry’s Local Music Expo happens and the 24 artists showcase- February 

 Booking of artists in international expos- February 

 Conversations begin with restaurant owners on entertainment strips for local-live music 

weekly quotas- February 

 The Vanguard T&T Music Truck is created as major outreach vehicle of Ministry and the 

Music- March 

 24 artists go through rigorous programme training and equipping them with packages etc 

for international touring and business- March 

 Songs from the local market are screened for the selections which will have the best chance 

of international exploitation using the Champion Sound method of Music licensors middle-

men- March 

 Conversations begin with the British venues that have been ignored after their spaces were 

won for us through the Caribbean Calling initiative with Josanne Leonard and Keith Khan- 

March 

 The Sou-Sou Sessions begin with the selection of the best material from the younger 

generation and older for Best-Practice recording sessions to build personal catalogues- 

March 

 Majot national outreach for the Vanguard 24 artists and 4 catalogues and for the variety of 

Local Music through national campaign- April 

 Local Content goes to Parliament- June 

 The 24 Vanguard artists and 4 catalogues begin their attendance at international music 

expos and we track their progress mapping the exercise- July 


